GROVE STREET
(OVER HEAD)

APPROX. LIMIT OF GRADING

PROP GRASS SWALE WITH CHECK DAMS

PROP TREE (TYP)

RET UP

PROP 4" LOAM AND SEED

PROP 12' PAVED BIKE PATH

EXIST DCR ROW

END PROP

WOOD GUARDRAIL

STA 10+21.04, LT

REM EX CLF

PROP SPLIT RAIL FENCE

EXIT EXIST CLF

10+24.22, RT

EXIST TOWN LOUS

EXIST TOWN LOUS

EXIST TOWN LOUS

BEGIN PROP GRASS DRAINAGE SWALE

BEGIN PROP WOOD GUARDRAIL

STA 5+55, LT

REM EX CLF

MEET EXIST CLF

END SPLIT RAIL FENCE
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SCALE: 1" = 20'
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